OUR SINS! OUR SINS! OUR SINS!
Allah Ta’ala says: “Whatever misfortune befalls you is on
account of what your hands have earned, and He forgives
much (of your sins for which He does not punish).”
(Surah Ash-Shuraa, Aayat 30)
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ARE WE IN DENIAL
OF THE QUR’AAN?
THE SO-CALLED “XENOPHOBIC”
ANARCHY, VIOLENCE, KILLING,
RIOTS, PILLAGE, PLUNDER,
RAPING, RAMPAGES, BURNING,
LOOTING, UNREST, CHAOS, ETC.
– ALLAH’S ATHAAB…
ALLAH TA’ALA IN HIS INFINITE MERCY
SENDS ANOTHER REMINDER TO THE
MUSLIM COMMUNITY OF SOUTH AFRICA.
BUT, WILL WE WAKE UP TO THE CALL OF
ALLAH? WILL WE CHANGE OUR LIFESTYLE?

Allah Ta’ala states in His Qur’aan Majeed:

“Verily, We have come to you
with the Haqq, but most of
you detest the Haqq.”
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THE REALITY – DON’T BLAME OTHERS
“By Him are the Keys of the Ghaib. No one
knows these but He. He knows what is in the
earth and ocean. Not a leaf falls, but He is
aware. There is not a seed in the darkness of the
earth (underground) nor anything moist and
dry, but it is recorded in a Clear Book.” (AlAn’aam, Aayat 59)
Allah Azza Wa Jal is in control. It is His
command. No one can move a dot without His
intervention and command. When it is the time for
the demise of a leaf, it is decreed by Allah Ta’ala
and it drops from the tree. There are no accidents
in Allah’s creation. Everything down to the
minutest speck is under His control and command.
About the riots in South Africa and the current
situation of Muslims in Kashmir, Somalia,
Palestine, Syria, Rohingya and elsewhere, Allah
Azza Wa Jal decreed it to materialize with
precision in the manner in which it had transpired
and is currently transpiring.
Nothing can avert the Athaab (Punishment) of
Allah Azza Wa Jal.
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THE LESSER PUNISHMENT – TO WARN
US
What has transpired recently in South Africa and
even in the past, is clearly the Athaab of Allah
Azza Wa Jal. It is the Sunnah of Allah Azza Wa
Jal, to begin with, comparatively speaking, ‘small’
or ‘lesser’ punishment as a prelude to the
massive Athaab which will leave the entire place
and all people utterly pulverized and destroyed.
Thus, the Qur’aan Majeed states:
“Most certainly, We shall give them to taste of the
lesser punishment not the greater punishment for
perhaps they will return (to the path of rectitude
and obedience).” (As-Sajdah, Aayat 21)
The ‘greater punishment’ which is reserved, will
be universal (aam). Its purpose will be to obliterate
a nation/community in entirety for having
intransigently refused to derive lessen from the
‘lesser punishment’. The fate of Muslims in
Burma and Syria gives one an idea of the ‘greater
punishment’.
Now, if we do not take heed from this, then Allah
Ta’ala says in the Qur’aan Majeed: “Who is a
greater zaalim (oppressor) than he who is given
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naseehat of the Aayaat of his Rabb, but then he
ignores it? Verily, We shall extract vengeance
from the criminals.” (As-Sajdah, Aayat 22)

THE CAUSE – OUR DISOBEDIENCE UNTO
ALLAH
What is the actual cause for all the riots,
misfortune, calamities, etc.? The Qur’aan states:
“Whatever misfortune befalls you is on account of
what your hands have earned, and He forgives
much (of your sins for which He does not
punish).” (Ash-Shuraa, Aayat 30)
“Fasaad (anarchy / strife / corruption) has
appeared on the land and the ocean because of
(the evil) which the hands of people have earned,
so that He gives them to taste (punishment) for a
portion of what they have perpetrated, for perhaps
they may return (to the obedience of Allah
Ta’ala).” (Ar-Room, Aayat 41)
It should be manifestly clear that the anarchy
prevailing all over the world and the calamities
befalling us, are the consequences of our own
misdeeds; of our sins and transgression which
justify the Divine Decree of Chastisement. The
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Actual Source is Allah Azza Wa Jal, and the actual
cause is Muslim transgression and rebellion which
have exceeded all bounds of toleration.
It must be acknowledged that Allah Azza Wa Jal
is punishing Muslims for their gross rebellion,
fisq, fujoor, bid’ah and kufr. In Bukhaari and
Muslim is mentioned the Hadith: “Verily, Allah
grants respite to the transgressor until He
apprehends him. Then he will not be able to
escape.” On mentioning this Hadith, Rasulullah
(Sallallahu Alayhi Wasallam) recited the
Qur’aanic aayat: “Such is the apprehension of
your Rabb when He apprehends (the people of) the
cities when they are oppressive (in their
transgression). Verily, His apprehension is
painful and severe.”

THE SOLUTION – BRING DEEN INTO
YOUR LIFE
Muslim reaction to misfortunes and calamities is
nothing other than Inaabat ilallaah (Turning to
Allah with Repentance). Our Imaan precludes all
the other nonsensical kuffaar ways and styles of
operation. Marches, petitions, solidarity functions
and all the other bootlicking stunts are absolutely
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despicable for Muslims. Whilst such methods suit
non-Muslims, they are abhorrent from the Islamic
perspective. We have been taught by Rasulullah
(Sallallahu Alayhi Wasallam) to understand only
Inaabat Ilallaah, the ingredients of which are
Sabr, Istighfaar, Dua and Islaah of the Nafs.
“Seek aid from Allah and adopt Sabr (patience).
Verily the earth belongs to Allah. He grants it (its
rule/kingdom) to whomever of His servants He
wills. The ultimate success is for the Muttaqeen.”
(Al-A’raaf, Aayat 128)
The solution for our disgrace and problems is
prescribed in the Qur’aan Majeed:
“Say (O Muhammad!) to My servants who have
oppressed
themselves
(with
sin
and
transgression): ‘Do not despair of the mercy of
Allah. Verily Allah forgives all sins. Verily, He is
Most Forgiving, Most Merciful’. And, turn in
repentance to your Rabb and submit totally unto
Him (to His Shariah) before there comes to you
the Punishment, then you will not be helped.
Follow the most beautiful (Shariah) which has
been revealed to you from your Rabb before there
suddenly comes to you the Punishment without
you even realizing.” (Az-Zumar, Aayaat 53, 54,
55)
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It is a time long overdue for Inaabat ilallaah. In
fact, the time for Inaabat ilallaah is before the
universal Athaab strikes as the above Aayat
explains. Once the Athaab of Allah Azza Wa Jal
strikes, then no measures and no methods will
avail.
A calamity must be actively followed with
repentance and obedience. Minus this, the Sabr is
hollow and baseless. It will never be a true Sabr.
How do we expect Allah’s Aid to come if we do
not want to abandon our TV’s, Haraam weddings,
etc. etc.?

CHANGE YOUR PATHETIC HARAAM
LIFESTYLE
“Verily, Allah will not change that (Bounty)
which is with a people until they (themselves)
change what is within themselves (that is, their
beliefs, attitudes and deeds). And, when Allah
decrees a punishment, then there is nothing to
thwart it.”
(Ar-Ra’d, Aayat 11)
Hadhrat Talq Bin Habeeb (Rahmatullah alayh)
said: “Save (yourselves) from the punishment with
Taqwa. If you are obedient to Allah Ta’ala, then
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you can hope for the mercy of Allah. If you
abandon disobedience to Allah Ta’ala, Allah’s
Athaab will be warded off.”
The Muslim community has gone totally
overboard with immorality –fisq and fujoor. The
time to change our Haraam lifestyles is NOW
before the Divine Whip strikes. Disobedience unto
Allah is the cause of Divine Punishment!

NOT INTERESTED IN WHAT THE
SHARIAH SAYS?
Many ‘Muslims’ are not interested in what the
Ulama-e-Haq have to say. They frown on the
Ulama-e-Haq which is actually frowning on the
Shariah. Instead of submitting to the Shariah after
all these riots, plundering, violence, etc., they
plunge even further into Fisq and Fujoor. In this
regard, the following Aayaat should be heeded:
“Verily, We have afflicted them with punishment.
However, (despite the punishment) they did not
submit nor become humble. (They flagrantly
persist with their transgression) Until (the time)
when We shall open a door (the floodgate) of a
severe punishment which will leave them therein
totally demoralized.” (Al-Mu’minoon, 76 and 77)
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ALLAH’S NUSRAT (AID)
“And, if He withholds aid from you, then who is
there to help you? Thus, the Mu’minoon should
have trust on only Allah.” (Aal-e-Imraan, Aayat
160)
The Ummah is in dire need of Allah’s Nusrat. But
His aid requires Inaabat and Tasleem (submitting
to the Shariah). Rasulullah (Sallallahu Alayhi
Wasallam) said: “Whatever is by Allah is
obtainable only by means of obedience.”

AMR BIL MAROOF NAHI ANIL MUNKAR
Rasulullah (Sallallahu Alayhi Wasallam)
said: “Proclaim the Haqq though it be
bitter.” Allah Ta’ala says in the Qur’aan Majeed:
“They do not fear the insults of those who insult.”
Rasulullah (Sallallahu Alayhi Wasallam) has
warned us that when we abandon Amr Bil Ma’roof
Nahy Anil Munkar, Allah Azza Wa Jal will then
impose on us such cruel tyrants who will show no
mercy to our little ones, and no respect for our
elders. At such a time of Athaab, the ‘pious’ will
make duas, but their duas will be rejected and not
answered.
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Allah Ta’ala revealed to Nabi Yusha’ (Alayhis
salaam) that He would soon be destroying a city of
100,000 inhabitants. Of these, 60,000 were
fussaaq/fujjaar and 40,000 were such pious people
(Buzrugs) whose acts of Ibaadat were like the
deeds of the Ambiya. Nevertheless, they too
would be destroyed.
Nabi Yusha’ (Alayhis salaam) was surprised and
confused. He supplicated to Allah Ta’ala to
explain why these Buzrugs of such lofty piety
would also be punished and destroyed along with
the villains. Allah Ta’ala responded that these
Buzrugs had abandoned Amr Bil Ma’roof. By
mingling with the community in general, they had
become so desensitized that silence and
intermingling had become the norm for them
despite the flagrant commission of transgression
of the masses. They socialized and fraternized
with the people. They attended their walimahs,
Jalsahs and functions in general, hence in the Sight
of Allah Ta`ala, they all were of the same
fussaaq/fujjaar ilk.
May Allah Ta’ala have mercy on those who are
concerned and who hold aloft the banner
of Amr Bil Ma’roof Nahy Anil Munkar.
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DREAMS, QUNOOT-E-NAAZILAH AND
WAZEEFAS
It has been observed that many have lost the path.
Dreams of Buzrugs, Qunoot-e-Naazilah and
Wazeefas appear to have a greater hold on the
minds of Muslims of this era than the Warnings
and Admonition of the Qur'aan and Ahaadith.
Why have our minds diverted from the Qur’aan
and Sunnah?
If the current spiral of fitan (plural of Fitnah –
mischief, evil, anarchy) engulfing the nations of
the world in general, and the Ummah in particular,
cannot arouse Muslims from their villainous
slumber and jolt them out of their indulgence in
immorality and transgression, no amount of
dreams and Wazeefas of the Buzrugs will avail.
On the one hand, the Ulama-e-Soo advocate the
recitation of Astaghfirullah 300 times, but on the
other hand, these very same chaps are on TV!
It should be well understood that when the Athaab
of Allah Ta'ala overtakes a community, then Duas
and Thikr, (at this 11th hour) will not avail. Duas
at that time will not avert the Athaab. The Divine
Chastisement will run its ordained course. Even
the pious Buzrugs and the Ulama will be
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overtaken by the disastrous punishment of Allah
Ta'ala, which assumes a variety of forms such as
earthquakes, floods, hurricanes, fire, pestilence,
volcano eruptions, drought, famine, internecine
warfare (Muslims killing Muslims), and the
imposition of kuffaar to unleash brutality and
genocide.
“Beware of such a punishment which will not
overtake only the transgressors among you.
Know that Allah is severe in punishment.” (AlAnfaal, Aayat 25)
When the Warnings of the Qur'aan and Ahaadith
which are materializing daily around us are
inadequate to shake us and make us alert, what
will the dreams and Wazeefas achieve?

HARAAM UPON HARAAM
The signs indeed point to a huge explosion of
danger which the communities will never be able
to forget once the Divine Whip strikes.
The horrendous atrocities in Syria, Iraq,
Afghanistan,
Egypt,
Palestine,
Kashmir,
Rohingya, and elsewhere, the earthquakes and
floods occurring with increasing frequency, the
collapse of buildings killing hundreds, and other
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disasters have not succeeded in opening the eyes
of this Ummah.
The Muslim Ummah is not suffering merely from
spiritual lethargy. On the contrary, Muslims are
spiritually dead and morally rotten to the core.
These are the issues which the Buzrugs and Ulama
are supposed to tackle.
These are the issues to emphasize, not just
Istighfaar, Wazeefas, Duas and Qunoot-eNaazilah. The Buzrugs and Ulama who are
disseminating Wazeefas and Qunoot-e-Naazilah
should wake up and execute the Command of Amr
Bil Ma'roof Nahi Anil Munkar. Minus this vital
requisite, it is meaningless to advise people to
recite litanies of athkaar and dua, etc.
The Ummah is rotten. It stinks of sin and
immorality. The application of perfume to a filthy
stinking body is preposterous. The body should
first be thoroughly washed and purified.
Thereafter will follow new garments and perfume.
First make Taubah and abstain from all sin. If the
Buzrugs and Ulama are genuine in their concern
for the safety of the Ummah and for Allah's
Athaab to be diverted, they should highlight to
their respective communities the fisq, fujoor,
bid'ah and shirk in which Muslims are wallowing.
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Reciting duas without attending to the disease of
flagrant transgression against Allah Ta'ala, will
serve no benefit. Casting a veil of silence over the
flagrant haraam perpetrations of the Ummah and
advising Muslims to only make dua, is ludicrous
and ineffective. Muslims should be educated and
informed of their wrongs and sins.
Many Muslims indulge in sin because of the
misguidance of the Ulama-e-Soo’ such as the
bogus ‘uucsa’ and its underlings. The Buzrugs and
Ulama are more concerned with their little
entrenched empires – their superficial ‘khaanqas’
and their Madaaris which have become moral and
spiritual skeletons. The satanic diplomacy of
silence of the Buzrugs and Ulama in the face of
flagrant fisq and fujoor of not only the lay people,
but of the Ulama and Buzrugs as well, has ruined
the Ummah. Dreams and Qunoot-e-Naazilah will
not extricate the Ummah from the morally rotten
and degenerate abyss in which the Ummah is
sliding.
The Buzrugs and Ulama who are so diligently
disseminating the Wazeefas should, in their
bayaans, tell the people of the evil of the
pornography with which they are destroying their
eyes, heart and Imaan viewing the filth on their
computer and cell phone screens.
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 Tell them of the filth of their haraam
televisions.
 Tell them of their total abandonment of
Hijaab.
 Tell them of the haraam media such as
Facebook, etc.
 Tell them of their indulgence in riba,
gambling and liquor.
 Tell them of the malice and enmity they
harbour for brother Muslims.
 Tell them of the haraam and mushtabah they
are devouring.
 Tell them of the music they so much relish.
Even the Musaajid are contaminated with
cell phone music.
 Tell them of the Haraam weddings, to which
they are addicted.
But the so-called Buzrugs, Mudhilleen and the
Ulama-e-Soo believe that silence is the right
diplomacy. They believe that the circumstances
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dictate abandonment of Amr Bil Ma'roof Nahy
Anil Munkar. These are all shaitaani deceptions.
Shaitaan has succeeded in making the Buzrugs and
the ulama his camp-followers.
Draw the attention of Muslims to their flagrant
acts of fisq, fujoor and bid'ah, and with the
Ahaadith of Rasulullah (Sallallahu Alayhi
Wasallam) and the threats of Athaab in the
Qur'aan warn them of the impending disasters
which are overhanging us like intensely dark
clouds. There is no need for Wazeefas to
understand that the terrible storm of Divine
Chastisement has already commenced. The
Knock-out blow is not in the too distant future. All
of this is mentioned in the Ahaadith.
Informing people to recite Istighfaar, to give
abundance of charity, and at the same adopting a
deafening silence regarding all the sins such as the
Haraam weddings, televisions, violation of Hijab,
etc. etc. does not serve as a warning to the flagrant
fussaaq, fujjaar and to the Ulama-e-Soo’ and the
impostor Buzrugs who do not have the haziest idea
of the meaning of Tasawwuf, hence they attempt
to survive with their rituals of bid'ah.
Warnings are heeded by only those who are
genuinely pious. They are not in need of dreams
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and riots to jolt them, for they are always awake
and alert. They are always in the state of Inaabat
ilallaah. They turn to Allah Ta'ala with
repentance, greater reformation of the nafs and
A’maal-e-Saalihah.
Of what benefit are Wazeefas and duas for people
who refuse to abandon their haraam weddings,
evil televisions, evil computer and cell phone
pornography? Such people have no idea of the
meaning of Taubah and Istighfaar. Reciting some
Istighfaar formulae whilst continuing the
indulgence in fisq and fujoor, television and cell
phone immorality, carrion and riba, zina and
gambling, bid'ah and kufr, etc., will not avail.
The Ulama and Imaams should draw attention to
the vice the community flagrantly practises, and
warn them of the dire consequences of their
misdeeds. Of what benefit is it for a man who
flagrantly indulges in fisq and fujoor, television
and cell phone pornography, zina of the eyes, heart
and body, etc. to recite Wazeefas and Qunoot-eNaazilah daily?
The Ulama should rather remind people of the evil
they flagrantly perpetrate and explain to them the
importance of the Sunnah. Muslims need to
abandon sin and this is the actual meaning of
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‘turning to Allah’. ‘Turning to Allah’ does not
mean mock performances of Qunoot-e-Naazilah,
whereafter the person continues sinning.
All of these vices are transpiring right in front of
our eyes, whilst the occurrences of earthquakes,
floods, etc., are incremental. Yet, no one takes
notice – and so will it remain until the universal
Athaab overtakes those who dwell in ghaflat.
These are the issues which the Buzrugs and Ulama
should disseminate and emphasize.
Nations were utterly obliterated in bygone times
because of gross transgression. Athaab for
incorrigible and treacherous transgressors is the
Sunnah of Allah Azza Wa Jal. Regarding this
Divine Sunnah, the Qur’aan states: “And for the
Sunnah of Allah you will find no change.”

CONCLUSION
When Allah’s Whip strikes, no one should be
surprised. Allah Ta’ala is sending sign upon sign
to alert and warn us of the impending disaster and
devastation which His Punishment will wrought.
Rasulullah (Sallallahu Alayhi Wasallam) himself
has informed us that the Dua of even the Buzrugs
will not be heeded by Allah Ta'ala when the
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ultimate decree of Allah’s Athaab arrives. The
Qur'aan Majeed says:
"For every Ummah there is a term (an
appointed time). When their appointed time
arrives, it will not be not be advanced nor delayed
by a moment."
This absolutely rebellious and treacherous
Ummah of today comes within the scope of the
Qur'aanic aayat:

“When We (i.e. Allah Ta'ala) intend
to destroy a town, We command its
affluent people. Then they
perpetrate their fisq (flagrant acts of
immorality) in the town. Then the
decree (of His Punishment)
becomes confirmed. Then We
utterly destroy the town (along with
its people). –Al-Is’raa’, Aayat 16)”
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THE WRITING IS
ON THE WALL –
DARK CLOUDS OF
ALLAH’S ATHAAB
ARE GATHERING.
MAKE TAUBAH,
ABANDON SIN,
ADOPT THE
SUNNAH AND
ENTER FULLY
INTO ISLAM!
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OUR DUA
“ ….We hear and we obey.
Grant us Your Forgiveness, O
our Rabb! Unto You is the
Return.
O our Rabb! Do not apprehend
us if we forget or err (and fall
into sin).
O our Rabb! Do not impose on
us such a weight as You had
imposed on those before us.
O our Rabb! Do not impose on
us such issues which we cannot
bear. Overlook our faults!
Forgive us! Have mercy on us!
You (O our Rabb!) are our
Friend, therefore help us
against the nation of
kaafireen.” (Surah Baqarah)
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THIS BOOK IS ALSO DOWNLOADABLE
FROM THE FOLLOWING WEBSITE:

www.jamiatnc.co.za
Allah Ta’ala says: “Verily, Allah will not change that
(Bounty) which is with a people until they (themselves)
change what is within themselves (that is, their beliefs,
attitudes and deeds). And, when Allah decrees a
punishment, then there is nothing to thwart it.”
(Ar-Ra’d, Aayat 11)
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